Economical and Beautiful Engineered Concrete
Polished floor
Traditionally, concrete floors have been hidden under other flooring material, such as
different coatings or tiles. Why stack layer upon layer, wasting time and money, when
you can create a beautiful, durable, glossy polished concrete floor?
Polished concrete is enjoying unprecedented popularity on a global scale. It’s not hard to
see why: concrete offers superior durability and performance. It requires less maintenance
than coatings, natural stone, terrazzo tiles and many other materials. Concrete floor is the
perfect choice for industrial warehouses, logistic centers, big-box retailers, commercial
properties, offices, and more.

What are the benefits of choosing polished concrete?
Save costs




Economical – Using your existing slab as the finished floor surface is more costeffective than installing different floor materials over it
Keep Maintenance Costs Down – No waxing required. Grinding and polishing down
the road is simple
Endurance – Long service life and increased resistance to foot traffic and machinery

Good for your health (and the planet)






Polished concrete allows the floor to breathe, eliminating common issues caused by
other flooring materials that seal and suffocate the surface
Polished concrete does not require hazardous coatings, cleaners, or adhesives
Highly-polished floors save energy by reducing the need for artificial lighting
Very good fire resistance compared to many other materials
Concrete is a sustainable option if you use an existing concrete slab, avoiding the
consumption of new materials

Beautiful look and excellent performance





Polished concrete looks a bit like marble or granite, but is much more economical
Highly polished surfaces offer a clean, professional image – this is especially
important for public facilities
Concrete floors do not have as many joints, creating a surface that is easier to clean
and has fewer weak points
Very high abrasion resistance

100% dust-free and easy to clean
After Ecoscape polishing, the floor is 100 % dust-free, as dirt and grime can no longer collect
on the surface. Polishing reduces the need to clean concrete floors and makes maintenance
easier and faster.

Application Areas






Parking Areas
Basement (As a replacement to VDF Floor)
Usable Public Floor (As a replacement to Marble, Tiles, Granite, etc.)
Usable Residential Floors, Common Areas
Any other place as desired by architects.

Can be applied over:



Polishing on existing concrete surface
Polishing on minimum overlay of 50mm of fresh concrete

